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Virtual Ensemble  

Musician Instructions 
Created by: Sara Langworthy, DeveloPlay, LLC 

Hello musicians!  
 

Thanks for your willingness to try something new so we can make some music together! This 

handout walks through all the instructions for how to video record your portion of music. Be 

sure to review it and reach out if you have any questions.  

 

Contact Info if you have questions: 

 

 

 

Let’s make some music together! 

 

What you’ll need: 
● 2 devices - phone AND either a tablet or computer.  

● Music and Instruments (if applicable) 

● Download this file of the accompaniment video, (or find it attached to your email):  

 

 

 

 

● Rehearse! This is essential - practice singing/playing with the accompaniment track 

several times so you know it well before recording.  

○ Be sure to follow the dynamics and instructions. 

● For the parts where you are NOT singing or playing, you’ll continue recording, and just 

wait quietly for your next entrance (as you would in a performance!) 

● Please dress nicely! Avoid small patterns like small polka dots or stripes, or small 

plaid designs. 
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Filming set up tips: 
● Make sure your phone is in landscape (horizontal), NOT portrait (vertical) 

orientation! 

 
 

● Find a quiet place to record - a small room, or even a closet works well to help avoid a 

lot of ambient noise.  

○ Be aware of what’s behind you when filming, bookshelves, or a colored wall 

works well. 

● Make sure your face is well lit.  

○ Tip: Grab a desk lamp and shine it in your direction, stand facing a window, 

etc.  

○ Avoid filming with a window BEHIND you - this has a tendency to cause lighting 

problems. 

● You’ll need 2 devices. Your phone, AND either a tablet or computer.  

● You’ll record yourself singing/playing to your phone, while you listen/watch the 

track on another device (computer, tablet, etc.) They should be placed fairly close 

together, as you should look at the camera on your phone periodically when you’re 

not looking at the music or accompaniment track. 

○ You’ll be recording yourself singing/playing to your phone using the built-in 

mic - (the thing you talk into when you use the phone normally.)  
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○ You’ll be listening to/watching the video on your computer/tablet using 

headphones. 

○ So, you’ll be recording yourself singing/playing on your phone, along to the 

accompaniment/conducting track with your headphones plugged in to your 

tablet or computer.  

● Get to your phone's camera, select the “video” option, make sure the camera is 

pointed at you - this are what those options may look like on your phone:  

 

 
 

● Next, prop your camera up on a stack of books, table, whatever works so that the 

camera is facing you, in landscape/horizontal orientation at about face level 

approximately 3-4 feet away from you.  

○ Tip: Try to avoid having your phone too far below your eye line, as that creates 

the rather unflattering double chin look. Try to set it up so you’re looking either 

straight ahead or even slightly upward into your phone’s camera. 

 

Now it’s time to record: 
● Hit Record on your phone FIRST 

● Countdown saying OUTLOUD “3…2…1…START” and when you say “start”, press 

play on the video on your computer. 

● Follow any other additional instructions in the video.  
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● Be sure to have your headphones plugged in to your computer. If the 

accompaniment track audio plays through your computer speakers instead of your 

headphones, your file will NOT be usable! 

● Sing/play along with the accompaniment. You’ll be only recording and sharing ONE 

video file, so if you mess up (sing/play wrong notes, wrong words etc.), stop and start 

the process again.  

● Look at your music as much as you need to, but also look into the camera as much as 

you’re able as well.  

● When you’ve sung/played through the whole track, end by looking at the camera and 

smiling/looking pleasant and count to 5 SILENTLY in your head and be sure to follow 

any instructions on the accompaniment video. Then you may stop recording on your 

phone.  

 

After you’re done: 
● Please rename your video file this way: [Voice/Instrument Part]_[Last Name]_[name 

of piece] (e.g. Soprano_Smith_Hallelujah Chorus) 

● Upload and share your video with us: You can do this a couple different ways (please 

do not share using text message as that can compress the quality of the video):  

○ Click the link(s) to upload your video directly to Dropbox: 

 

 

○ Upload your video to your personal Google Drive, Dropbox account, or photo 

sharing service (iCloud, Google Photos), and then share with:   

 

 

○ If none of the other options work, email the video to: (Note: This sometimes 

doesn’t work because of the video’s size.) 

 

 

 

You’re all done! Thank you!  
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